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As a Bell Attendant, responsible for the transportation of guests and assisting with
the Bell Desk functions, and load the guest's luggage into the vehicle carefully 
and considerately.

AUGUST 1999 – SEPTEMBER 2002
BELL ATTENDANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Provided bell service and assisted at the four-star group flagship hotel.
 Delivered first class service to high-end clientele including film casts &amp; 

crews and world-renowned musical acts with discretion.
 Learned about guests and helped them have the best experience they can.
 Participated in a month-long study that set the standard for Marriotts guest 

service.
 Coordinated taxi service for guests, valet guest vehicles and maintained keys.
 Surveyed vehicles upon arrival for damage assessment and recording properly.
 Parked guests vehicles and maintained them in a safe and secure location.

1996 – 1999
BELL ATTENDANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Monitored expenses to ensure expense control and maximize profit, using 
checkbook accounting as a control mechanism.Monitored and ensured 
compliance with SOPs in Rooms and Loss Prevention.

 Conducted walk-throughs of public areas and guestrooms to ensure that 
cleanliness and maintenance standards are met.

 Coordinated major projects such as renovations, capital expenditures, 
equipment change-overs, etc.

 Completed performance reviews for front office team members and ensure that 
managers are in compliance with the standards in their administration of 
performance reviews to their team members.

 Monitored labor expenses through the schedule approval process and ensure 
budgeted productivity.

 Prepared and coach front office team members for succession through the 
development of their need areas.
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EDUCATION

history - 2005(Mueller College - San Diego, CA)
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SKILLS

Social Perceptiveness, Monitoring, Critical Thinking.
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